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ROUND 3 INTERVIEW  
October 10, 2021      
 
JIM FURYK  ( -9) 
 
 
Q.  How do you think the tournament went overall? 
 
JIM FURYK:  I think we're pleased. We'll kind of -- I heard a lot positive, put it that way. A 
lot, a lot positive. We're excited about the support we got here in Jacksonville, sponsors had 
a great time. Constellation and Circle K have been great and they had a blast.  
 
So we'll regroup after the event and we'll figure out -- players were very appreciative, 
everyone I talked to was very positive and we'll regroup or see where we can be better in the 
future and we'll try to keep making it bigger and better every year. 
 
Q.  Jim, it was pretty precool, I was following you on 17 and 18, everybody was saying 
"great tournament." They announced you from Jacksonville. Were those some pretty 
moments cool for you? 
 
JIM FURYK:  Yeah, fun, fun. I was more nervous down the stretch just because of kind of 
finishing up and being our event, I was more nervous about that than I really would be kind 
of as, you know, next week kind of coming down the stretch. It was exciting to kind of have 
the first year. Friday, a little bit of curveball, rain, no water taxi working. But really yesterday 
just hearing, I think they said we moved 1,500 people or 1,600 people in water taxis 
yesterday, they had a clicker and kind of a number coming through, so just amazing, kind of 
amazing way to come to the event. Seeing the golf course full, everyone following Phil 
leading the golf tournament last I saw. Yeah, just so much fun coming up the stretch and 
having folks from Jacksonville pulling for me. 
 
Q.  How's Tabitha doing? 
 
JIM FURYK:  Running on fumes and adrenaline right now, but I'm sure it will all come to a 
head tonight and kind of all that energy will take a nosedive. She's doing great and still 
working hard. Yesterday she was out of the house before I woke up at 6:30 and this morning 
a little later than that, but again off to the store to pick a few things up, make a few 
adjustments. Doing well. I think she's excited. Was probably even more nervous than me 
coming into the week just because this has been her baby for the last few years, finally here 
and just wanting everything to go well. 
 
Q.  A question not about this tournament, but about you being -- 
 
JIM FURYK:  There's other things? 
 
Q.  Yes, hard to believe. There's going to be a new Champions Tour kind of legends, 
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three continent kind of event. You're going to be the captain of the U.S. team and 
Ernie's going to be the captain of the International and Darren Clarke is going to be 
Europe. So I wondered some thoughts about that. Have you talked about how it's 
going to exactly work? 
 
JIM FURYK:  You know what, no. In fact, I don't think right at this moment we actually have 
the golf course 100 percent set up, I don't think we have a format exactly 100 percent set up. 
When I say "we," that's not my decision, it's obviously the tournament organizers, but I think 
it's still in the process, still in the making.  
 
But I think exciting. We all, all the players on this tour enjoyed playing either Presidents 
Cups or Ryder Cups, enjoyed representing your country or whatever it may be, your 
continent in some cases. You know, to be a part of that and be the first captain of it was an 
honor to be asked and I'm anxious to hear more about the details as well.  
 
I'm really good friends with Ernie and really good friends with Darren, so the opportunity to 
kind of do this alongside them I think is really just a cool experience. Hopefully we'll have a 
little bit of feedback and a little bit of an opportunity to kind of put our two cents in because 
we'll care a lot about it and we'll want it to be something really special. 
 
Q.  Should we expect playing captains? 
 
JIM FURYK:  I believe so, yeah. I believe I was to play. I hope so.  
 
Q.  Are you going to lobby to play? 
 
JIM FURYK:  No, the way I was understanding it, that we would all play but that we would 
be in charge as captains as well. 
  


